Adoption Contract
This contract is between J. K. Rice or Castle Cat Rescue, at 703 425-0581 and
_________________________________________________, the prospective owner(s) at
(name)
_________________________________________________ ____________________ _______________
(home address)
City
Zip
_____________________ ________________________ ____________________________________
(home telephone)
(alternate phone)
(e-mail)

REGARDING THE CAT DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
(home telephone)
Name_____________________________ Age________________ Sex______________ Breed_________
Description_____________________________________________________________________________

The parties agree that this is a legally binding contract. The owner agrees to:
1.

To have an unaltered cat spayed or neutered by the date listed or before 6 month of age, whichever
comes first. Date ________________________________.
2. To mail spay/neuter receipt to J. K. Rice, 4121 Elizabeth La, Fairfax, VA 22032 within 2 weeks of
surgery. Call if delayed for medical reason. Phone 703 425-0581.
3. To keep the cat indoors in a private residence as a companion animal unless exempted here_____.
4. To provide the cat with sufficient quality care including necessary veterinary care upon sickness.
5. To provide recommended vaccines.
6. Never to harm the cat.
7. Never to have the cat declawed or clawing mechanics interfered with in any way involving
surgery. (Fine sought through courts when violated is $1000).
8. Never to use, sell, give or transfer the cat for purposes of research or animal experimentation.
9. If transfer occurs, it will be to another person who honors the conditions of this contract.
10. To allow JKR or an agent of Castle Cat Rescue to inspect the cat and residence within 60 days
after adoption upon reasonable notice. To allow JKR or Castle Cat Rescue to inspect the cats’s
claws up to one year after the contract is signed.
Castle Cats or J.K. Rice
1. Agrees to allow the prospective owner to adopt the cat.
2. Will transfer all medical records to the new owner.

New Owner_____________________________________________

Date_________________________

JKR or Castle Cat Rescue_________________________________

Date_________________________

Fee ____________________________ Donation:______________ Spay Deposit ___________________

Loan of Carrier or other Equipment to be returned__________________________
Paper Carrier ($3.00) __________________________

